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Resemblance After Photography

La ressemblance diff ère d’un fait matériel.
—Francis Wey, 1851

The Lottery of Portraiture

TH E P O R T R A I T P A I N T E R W A S T I R E D of all the criticism of his
latest work. He pretended to begin the image again from scratch and finally
invited the family and friends of the sitter into his studio. Everybody arrived
and took seats in the dimmed room, just opposite the opulently framed
painting, which stood in front of heavy damask drapes. Again, there was
plenty of criticism: some found the image to be too dark, others too light.
Someone was dissatisfied with the eyes, somebody else with the hair. The
sitter seemed to look too old and too heavy. In short, however diverse the
perceived flaws were, everybody could agree on one point: The resemblance
was imperfect. But all of a sudden the portrait burst out laughing and stuck
out his head—the sitter had been sitting the whole time as a living trompe-
l’œil behind the frame.

With this little story, Francis Wey, one of the most frequent contributors
to the newly founded photography journal La Lumière, begins his ‘‘Théorie
du Portrait’’ in April 1851.1 It is an anecdote that circulates among artists,
and it aims at ridiculing small-minded critics who make such extraordinary
demands on the resemblance of images that they are not even content with
the original. Wey, however, doesn’t recount it because of its quite predict-
able punch line. For him, it becomes a starting point for a reflection on the
relationship of identity and resemblance. He himself, he writes, would agree
with those who had been deceived: the alleged image did not resemble the
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sitter—since nothing could resemble itself. To resemble something, Wey
continues, always means to exist in a different state from the object itself.
‘‘Every comparison requires at least two terms.’’2

Francis Wey, born in 1812, is a writer with many interests and a member of
the intellectual circles of his time: a linguist, novelist, feature writer, a friend
of Gustave Courbet and one of the early theoreticians of photography. His
‘‘Théorie du Portrait,’’ spreading over seven columns in the large-format La
Lumière, aims at legitimizing photography as a medium with artistic potential.
In this enterprise he proceeds more cautiously than many of his contempor-
aries. Instead of simply declaring that photography is art, he prefers to point
out how much the traditional fine arts and the new medium can benefit from
each other.3 But he also wants to prove that photography is able to produce
something that contemporary aesthetics denied the new medium: resem-
blance.4 The first step in this endeavor is, in Wey’s words, ‘‘to comprehend
what resemblance is.’’

There existed, in fact, at the time Wey published his article, a lively debate
about photographic portraiture throughout Europe and the United States.
Was photography able to produce portraits at all? The question may seem
strange, at first, given the overwhelming success of the genre from the begin-
ning. Countless photographic studios had opened during the first years of
the new medium, and everybody wanted her or his photographic portrait
taken. And yet photographers encountered substantial reservations about
photography’s capabilities. We notice this in a letter from Antoine Claudet,
one of London’s most accomplished portrait photographers, to a friend in
1849. ‘‘It will soon be proved,’’ he wrote, ‘‘that photography is the best means
of securing good likenesses. There is much prejudice against the new art—
good sense & reason must triumph at last.’’5 At that point, Claudet and his
colleagues were already producing portraits by the hundred. This ubiquity of
photographic portraits obviously did not convince the critics. As we will see,
everything depended on what was meant by the expression ‘‘a good likeness.’’

The critics of photography, of course, had some good sense and reason
on their side. It was common for sitters not to recognize themselves in
photographs—something still very familiar for us today. The history of por-
trait photography could very well be recounted as a history of people being
deeply dissatisfied with their ‘‘likenesses’’—exactly because they weren’t very
resemblant. Take, for instance, Charles Darwin, who could hardly believe
his own sinister looks in one of his portraits: ‘‘If I really have as bad an
expression, as my photograph gives me, how I can have one single friend
is surprising.’’6 A few decades later, Robert Louis Stevenson spoke in a letter
about a portrait that he, though it had not yet been taken, already dreaded:
‘‘It will not be like me.’’ The sun as the producer of photographs was, for
Stevenson, a ‘‘treacherous’’ one, and portraiture was ‘‘quite a lottery.’’7
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As Wey’s anecdote made clear, however, the dissatisfaction with por-
traits’ resemblances was much older than photography. The genre’s history
is full of offended sitters—and, in turn, offended painters. Sometimes these
disagreements left material traces, as in Thomas Hudson’s Portrait of Miss
Irons (fig. 1). Having been painted by Hudson, who was one of England’s
most esteemed portraitists in the mid-eighteenth century, Miss Irons, ‘‘a
well-known beauty,’’ was not content with her image and returned it in order
to have it improved. Hudson, obviously little amused by this assessment of
his work, overpainted her face with a scroll showing the portrait of Thomas
Mudge, a prominent clockmaker and inventor at the time. Hudson was
convinced that this ‘‘would put some sense into her head somehow,’’ as
‘‘Mudge was the wisest man he knew.’’8

The account of this incident and the corresponding picture are telling.
Putting aside the obvious gender codes at work, they evoke a discourse
about vanity and artistic ability. What is conspicuously not at stake, though,
is the medium itself—the sitter could be conceited, or the artist incompe-
tent, but nobody would have argued that painting per se was not able to
produce ‘‘good likenesses.’’ With photography, this changed: now it was the
medium that became questionable. Although there might still be vanity
involved in statements such as Darwin’s and Stevenson’s, above all they have
to be read, I will argue, as surface phenomena of a much profounder set of
aesthetic convictions. Claudet and his colleagues had to deal not only with

figure 1. Thomas Hudson,
Miss Irons, c. 1760. From John
Barrell, Political Theory of Painting
from Reynolds to Hazlitt (New
Haven 1986).
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unsatisfied sitters but also with a whole aesthetic discourse that denied
photography the ability to produce portraits altogether. It is the aim of this
article to reconstruct this aesthetic discourse and to understand what it did
to photography (as well as what photography did to it).

The question of resemblance has a bearing on today’s theoretical de-
bates as well. Since the 1970s, historians of photography have considered
the separation of photography’s referentiality from its mimetic qualities as
the single most important step in the history of photographic theory.9 Both
Rosalind Krauss and Philippe Dubois, for example, have used C. S. Peirce’s
notion of the index to establish a concept of photographic reference that is
independent from any resemblance of the images to the depicted objects.10

Resemblance was, according to Dubois, a ‘‘veritable epistemological obsta-
cle,’’ which had to be overcome to establish more adequate concepts of the
relation between the image and its referent.11 As diverse as photographic
theories have become during recent decades, many of them share the con-
viction that discourses in the mid-nineteenth century were trapped in overly
simplified notions of photographs as unmediated (and therefore ‘‘resem-
blant’’) representations of reality.

But as Claudet’s and the other reactions to photographic portraiture
mentioned earlier might have already suggested, resemblance was, in the
nineteenth century, an obstacle of a very different kind. It did not come
naturally to photography. On the contrary, it was experienced—if achieved
at all—as hard earned. As we will see, mimesis and resemblance had in fact
become opposites around 1800. In order to claim resemblance, both theo-
reticians and practitioners therefore argued that photography did not
mimetically reproduce the world. In other words, already during the mid-
nineteenth century, photographic reference was conceptualized against
photography’s mimetic qualities. Photographic portraits especially had
from the beginning something unsettling about them. Given that these
images were produced mechanically and supposedly showed the world just
as it was, without the interfering hand of an artist, how was it possible that
one looked so little like oneself in many of them?12

An image taken by the French photographer Charles Nègre sometime
around 1845 is a showcase of this ‘‘lottery’’ (fig. 2). It is a self-portrait in
a mirror—not a regular mirror, but a so-called miroir de sorcière, consisting of
eleven circularly arranged convex mirrors. The result is one larger portrait
in the middle that is surrounded by ten smaller images. Even though each of
the mirrors reflects Nègre’s face in just a slightly different angle, the single
portraits differ noticeably, presenting eleven distinct aspects of Nègre. This
daguerreotype, just recently discovered and now part of a private collection
in Switzerland, may have been no more than a diversion at the time—a witty
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figure 2. Charles Nègre, self-portrait in a miroir de sorcière, c. 1845–50.
Daguerreotype, 31=4 � 41=4 inches (quarter plate). Copyright Sammlung
Herzog, Basel, Switzerland.
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combination of two optical devices, a play on the metaphorical connotation
of photography, which was sometimes described as a ‘‘mirror with a mem-
ory.’’13 At the same time, however, it seems to reveal something about pho-
tography, about its potentialities and deficiencies. That photography could
produce so many different ‘‘versions’’ of one person at one moment is, in
theory, not very surprising, but the actual result is nonetheless intriguing.
While all eleven pictures show Charles Nègre, every single one of them
appears to be wanting, as if one photograph alone were just too contingent,
too fragmentary, to represent a human being.

Nègre’s portrait makes clear what was at stake in discussions about
resemblance. The problem was central for photography around 1850
because it touched on the core problem of photographic reference. How
much of a person becomes visible in a photographic portrait? Is photogra-
phy able to adequately grasp a human being at all? Or does it only deliver
fragments of reality—identities, indeed, but no resemblances?

Francis Wey’s ‘‘Théorie du Portrait’’ is arguably the most profound the-
oretical response to this question. For him, photographic portraiture is far
from being a lottery. His article is as worth reading today as it was more than
a century and a half ago. We can observe here how theoreticians and photo-
graphers tried to deal with a notion of resemblance that had become more
and more intricate in the preceding decades. We can also see, on the other
hand, how philosophers had to deal with a new medium that threatened to
refute their aesthetic convictions. With different means, Wey approaches
questions with which Nègre, in his peculiar self-portrait, may have been
similarly concerned a few years earlier. How could an image resemble some-
one at a time when it was becoming ever less clear under what circumstances
a person resembled him- or herself ? For Wey (as perhaps also for Nègre), the
photographic portrait becomes a vehicle for exploring more extensive ter-
rains: problems of reference, of the subject, of cognitive processes, and of
memory. We must locate Wey’s position within the aesthetic debates of his
time to acknowledge the significance—and the provocation—of his claim
that photography could produce resemblance.

Disgusting Likeness

In the first years of photography, many beholders of photographs
remarked on the consistency of the new images and their objects. ‘‘Those
light drawings are nature and the object themselves,’’ a German article
stated shortly after Louis Daguerre’s process had been published in
1839.14 And Samuel Morse, who was not only one of the inventors of the
telegraph but also a successful painter, was convinced that he had before
him not copies of nature, ‘‘but portions of nature herself.’’15
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As attractive as this rhetoric of a perfect mimesis or even identity of object
and image might have been, for the genre of the photographic portrait it
meant complications. Since the late eighteenth century, philosophical aes-
thetics had worked hard to depreciate the imitation of the outside world as
the purpose of art.16 Daniel Spanke, in his study of the history of portraiture,
describes how portrait painting became one of the primary fields in which
this debate took place.17 In a genre that was characterized by a close relation-
ship between client and artist, a sharp distinction between fine and commer-
cial artists had been established for some time—the latter supposedly copying
their models in the most workmanlike and unimaginative way. In his lectures
on aesthetics, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel presented the work of Baltha-
sar Denner, a much appreciated portrait painter in the eighteenth century, as
a particularly daunting example of an overly exact style that, while represent-
ing every hair, every pore, and every wrinkle in a person’s face, failed com-
pletely to represent the person (fig. 3):

Enjoyment and admiration become in themselves the more frigid and cold, the
more the copy is like the natural original, or they may even be perverted into tedium
and repugnance. There are portraits which, as has been wittily said, are ‘‘disgust-
ingly like.’’18

Hegel was not alone in his almost bodily aversion to excessive precision.
Spanke could show just how widespread such a critical dislike of ‘‘likeness’’

figure 3. Balthasar Denner,
Portrait of an Old Woman, c. 1730.
Wikimedia Commons, http://
commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Balthasar_Denner_003.jpg.
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was around 1800. Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph Schelling insisted as well that
the art of portraiture must give up its slavish imitation of outside reality and
should rather make the ‘‘interior of a figure’’ [das Innere der Gestalt] visible.
He demanded that the portrait should not be the imitator, but the ‘‘trans-
lator’’ of nature. In 1804, he declared his ideal of portraiture:

The true art of portraiture would consist in embracing the idea of a person that has
dispersed into the individual gestures and moments of life, to collect the composite
of this idea into one moment and in this way make the portrait . . . more like the
person himself, that is, the idea of the person, than he himself is in any one of the
individual moments.19

Schelling’s remarkable statement that the portrait should resemble the person
more than the person resembles himself—‘‘dass das Porträt dem Menschen
. . . ähnlicher sey, als er sich selbst in den einzelnen Momenten’’—makes clear
just how demanding the concept of resemblance had become around 1800.
An image had now to resemble the ‘‘entire person,’’ including his or her
interior, as opposed to simply the outside appearance of a human being.
Furthermore, as Schelling stressed, there was a temporal component to
resemblance. In every single moment, one was only more or less like one-
self. Only when resemblance was understood as a synthetic category, as
something that required a difference to the momentary physical appear-
ance, could one arrive at a superior kind of portraiture.

This, of course, was partly also a self-fashioning of a new generation of
philosophers. At no time in the history of painting were portraits intended
to depict only the superficial outside appearance of sitters.20 Hegel and his
followers attacked a notion of resemblance that had never existed as such.
Since the Italian Renaissance, resemblance had been, as Andreas Beyer has
pointed out, a ‘‘dilemma’’ for the genre of portraiture. The sitters’ demand to
recognize themselves let the painters appear as simple copyists—as ‘‘slaves’’—
of nature, instead of being imaginative inventors. This was the main reason
for the much lower ranking of the portrait, as compared to the prestigious
genre of history painting.21 If a critic wanted to praise portraits—like Denis
Diderot in his description of Maurice Quentin de La Tour’s paintings in the
Salon de 1767—he had to state that, while they were indeed resemblant, this
was ‘‘neither their major nor their only merit.’’22

Nonetheless, something did happen to the notion of resemblance. If
resemblance had been both premise and liability of portrait painting
throughout history, the term itself had been unambiguous. Everybody
seemed to know what was meant by it. By 1800 this had changed. The notion
of resemblance had lost its self-evidence and suddenly needed lengthy ex-
plications. Different kinds of resemblance (outer, inner, real, simple, and so
on) were played off against one another. As representation in general
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became more complicated and less transparent—Michel Foucault and Jon-
athan Crary have written about this enormous epistemological shift in
detail—the referential term of resemblance turned into a theoretical prob-
lem.23 Concurrently, what was visually perceived as resemblance changed. A
century earlier, Denner’s portraits had been considered extremely resem-
blant. An inscription on the margin of one of his miniature portraits de-
clares the astonishment of its owner: ‘‘L’Original, et ce portrait sont d’une
ressemblance extrême, c’est moi, c’est un autre moi même.’’24 Now the
same images became the antithesis of resemblance. Minute details such as
painted skin pores and hair were suddenly objectionable, not in themselves,
but because they now referred to the wrong property—the nonessential,
contingent, momentary surface of a person. In the eyes of idealistic philo-
sophers, the portraits of the so-called Porendenner (‘‘Pore-Denner’’), whose
refinement once had commanded the admiration of connoisseurs and
kings, were only dead masks.

This elaborate notion of resemblance had been established before 1839,
so it was already in place to make life difficult for photography. After all, the
single feature that astonished contemporaries most about daguerreotypes was
their seemingly infinite minuteness. Early beholders hunched over the small
plates with magnifying glasses and microscopes to discover countless un-
consciously recorded details.25 Moreover, what Schelling had demanded—
condensation of ‘‘the idea of a person that has dispersed into the individual
gestures and moments of life . . . into one moment’’—appeared to be the exact
opposite of what photography did, which was to single out one specific, but
contingent moment (even if this moment might have been a few minutes
long).

The earliest commentators were thus unsure whether the new medium
was suitable at all for the art of portraiture. Daguerreotypy, it was said, only
copied inanimate nature; it lacked the capacity to observe living nature and to
grasp its spirit.26 Ralph Waldo Emerson, at the beginning of the 1840s, shared
the widespread disappointment after a portrait session: ‘‘You held the portrait
of a mask instead of a man.’’27 Seamlessly, the criticism formerly reserved for
overly exact portrait painting had been transferred to photography.

The public was not discouraged by these negative assessments. In the
formative years of the new medium, the portrait was probably its most suc-
cessful application.28 The run on the rapidly growing number of photo
studios was so enormous that already in its first year, the term ‘‘daguerreoty-
pomanie’’ was coined.29 For philosophical aesthetics, however, these images
served primarily as a proof of its elaborate notion of resemblance, which was
positioned against the ‘‘spiritless copy.’’ Friedrich Theodor Vischer pre-
sented the daguerreotype in 1851 as a most instructive example of the ‘‘lack
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of dignity of mere imitation’’: ‘‘Here one sees that the mean truth is in fact
the full untruth, because the face, randomly reproduced by the machine
with all its smallest forms . . . in a dull moment of staring into the full light, is
precisely not the true one.’’30 In continuation of the debates that took place
around 1800, detailed imitation and truth had become irreconcilable
opposites.

The most challenging text for photography, though, had already
appeared ten years before Vischer’s judgment. In an 1841 review of Noël-
Marie Paymal Lerebours’s Excursions daguerriennes, Rodolphe Töpffer, a pro-
fessor of aesthetics in Geneva, explicitly denied photography’s capacity to
produce resemblant pictures.31 ‘‘No machine,’’ he wrote, ‘‘however perfectly
it could be conceived . . . , will ever be able to produce the least of the
phenomena that partake in resemblance.’’32 These were strong words. They
were well founded, however, not only in contemporary thinking but also in
Töpffer’s own theory and experience. Today he is mostly remembered as
the inventor of the comic strip; in his time, he was one of the most proficient
experts in visual representation and its theorization. As a draftsman and
caricaturist he was immediately confronted with the question of how to
produce resemblance. He argued that it was more likely to be the result
of a single pen stroke than of a meticulous copy. In his view, daguerreotypes
were material reproductions, reduced to ‘‘simple identities’’ by their fidelity
and speaking only to our senses, but certainly not resemblances, which
would speak to our spirit.33

It may be interesting to note that Töpffer had developed his position on
the basis of reproductions of photographs: Lerebours’s Excursions daguer-
riennes consisted of lithographs based on daguerreotypes of famous locations
and monuments.34 But Töpffer took the Excursions daguerriennes only as a start-
ing point for his thoughts on the new medium and the problem of resem-
blance in general. His position is interesting because it represents a specific
historical situation: photography had just made its appearance and had
already begun to unsettle traditional aesthetics, but it was also often being
used as an occasion to confirm and explicate existing aesthetic convictions.
Töpffer evaluated photography in terms of drawing and painting, and pho-
tography, in these comparisons, always came out second. The central propo-
sition in his aesthetic theory is that ‘‘the painter, in order to imitate,
transforms.’’35 Resemblance, too, then, can only be achieved by transformation
of the real. There can be no doubt for Töpffer that photography is incapable
of performing this essential task of art. For him, as for Vischer later, the
numerous photographic portraits only showed that photography could pro-
duce nothing but raw identity; resemblance, by contrast, surpassed simple
replication and was, rather, a freer suggestion of something more: ‘‘La ressem-
blance sera le signe librement expressif d’autre chose encore que l’image.’’36
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Manipulating Reality

It was this unfavorable situation that Francis Wey confronted
when he undertook the task of legitimizing portrait photography in 1851.
What he ventured to prove was exactly what Töpffer had denied: that pho-
tography could, in fact, transform reality. To challenge the new notion of
resemblance would have been futile, so Wey defined it, very much in accor-
dance with aesthetic theory, as follows:

Resemblance is not mechanical reproduction, but an interpretation, which trans-
lates the image of an object in such a way for the eyes, that the spirit can picture it
with the help of memory. Thus, resemblance differs from a material fact.37

At first it seems that, Wey plays into the hands of photography’s critics with
this definition. But where Töpffer and Vischer made categorical statements
and tried to define photography’s qualities in general terms, Wey looks
very carefully at the images. And he discovers an interesting ‘‘anomaly’’:
there are resemblant photographic portraits, as well as portraits that are
not resemblant at all. In actuality, photography was able to produce both
resemblance and dissimilarity. How was that possible, when it was known
that it would reproduce a face with ‘‘mathematical precision’’? When it was
the object itself that drew its own image, as had been stressed so often?38

This seemed to contradict common sense as well as aesthetics, if for
opposite reasons. The equation of precision and resemblance went against
aesthetic theory. On the other hand, it ran counter to common sense that
such perfectly rendered figures would not always be resemblant. As we have
already seen, though, it was in practice very common that sitters would not
recognize themselves in the images. Even Eugène Delacroix, who had a very
open mind about photography and was one of the few renowned painters in
the newly founded Société Héliographique, was notoriously discontented with
his portraits. Among a hundred daguerreotype portraits, he wrote in 1859,
there isn’t a single one that is satisfactory. Nonetheless, that did not keep
him from having his portrait taken over and over again (fig. 4).39

Jennifer Tucker, in her book on Victorian scientific photography, has
pointed out the difficulties of identifying people with photographic
images in the mid-nineteenth century. Sometimes people were falsely im-
prisoned because of erroneous identifications based on photographs.40

Resemblance in photographs was not at all taken for granted. An article
in the Photographic News called it a ‘‘wonder rather that the photograph is
so frequently a successful and satisfactory likeness, than that it occasionally
fails.’’41

By taking this wonder seriously, Wey turned the aesthetic argument
against the critics: If photographs could be resemblant, then by definition
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they had to be more than just mechanical reproductions. Some kind of
transformation process had to be involved; some kind of difference was
evidently produced. But because they were not always resemblant, it was
obvious that, just as in painting, some amount of artistic skill was required
to attain ‘‘good likenesses.’’ With this reasoning, Wey opened up a space
where photography and its producers could unfold. ‘‘Il résulte que le da-
guerréotype, instrument scientifique, exige en dépit de sa précision . . . une
faculté d’interprétation.’’42 The formula—that photography required the
ability of interpretation despite its precision—condenses pretty much the
point at issue in early photographic theory: Was it possible for an artist to
use photography as a versatile medium for ideas, much like a brush or
a pencil, or were the qualities of the medium on the contrary so determined
that the artist was more or less at photography’s mercy? A few years later,
those two possibilities would collide in opposed accounts of the Salon de
1859 by Charles Baudelaire and Louis Figuier.43 The former would argue
that photography’s precision was an irreducible given, rendering it inapt for
any artistic use; while Figuier, in a formulation closer to our modern under-
standing of media, tried to establish that for the artist, it didn’t really matter

figure 4. Portraits of Eugène Delacroix, 1842–1862 (by Léon Riesener, Eugène
Durieu, Victor Laisné, Pierre Petit). From Delacroix et la photographie, ed.
Christophe Leribault (Paris, 2008).
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with what instrument he expressed himself: ‘‘The procedure is almost noth-
ing in art; everything relies on the sentiment of the artist.’’44

But this was still a rare position. For portraitists, there existed at least one
undeniable difference between painting and photography. Marcus Aurelius
Root, a studio photographer in Philadelphia, put it memorably: ‘‘The pho-
tographer cannot dispense with the presence of the objects he would repro-
duce.’’ This, of course, had an immediate impact on the task of producing
resemblant pictures. The painter, Root explained, was able to assemble the
‘‘scattered fragments [of reality] in a single composition,’’ using imagination,
memory, and present vision all at once. For the photographer, this was impos-
sible: ‘‘He must seek the scattered elements which have originated the idea he
would express, not by help of imagination, but as assembled in reality.’’45

One almost believes one hears Schelling here, speaking of reality as a set
of scattered fragments that have to be amalgamated in order to come closer
to the ‘‘idea of a person.’’ The task of the photographer, Root continued, was
‘‘to penetrate . . . the fleshly mask, which envelopes the spiritual part of his
model, and ascertain his real type and character.’’46 In the mid-nineteenth
century, obviously, one no longer had to be an idealist to embrace such
convictions; instead, they had become commonplace. Handbooks regarding
portrait photography unanimously stated that the task of the photographer,
instead of producing mathematically exact reproductions, was to represent
the ‘‘spirit,’’ the ‘‘individuality,’’ and the ‘‘true character’’ of a sitter. Nadar,
who even today is considered to have been particularly apt for this task, called
it the ‘‘ressemblance morale.’’47 But how was it possible to represent ‘‘true char-
acter,’’ when each person, as Root admitted, presented an infinite number of
diverse aspects?

The great difficulty in regard to the physiognomy, is to distinguish from the mul-
titude of different expressions presented by the model, the one which is most char-
acteristic, or best represents his individuality, . . . and which is, at the same time, most
favorable to a good resemblance.48

Photographers thus argued that the greater part of their artistic work took
place before the picture was taken. If the painter could compose the image as
he pleased, the photographer had to compose the object in front of the
camera. Proponents of photography such as Wey asserted that the choice
of the room and the background, of lighting, accessories and the sitter’s
position, were all acts of interpretation: ‘‘To make a choice within the differ-
ent aspects of reality means, for the photographer, to interpret.’’49 In pursuit
of resemblance, the artist-photographer became a manipulator of reality.

In practice, to represent individuality meant to find an appropriate pose.
‘‘Le choix de la pose est extrêmement important au point de vue de la
ressemblance,’’ wrote André Adolphe-Eugène Disdéri in his book L’Art de
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photographie.50 It may seem contradictory to us today that a successful pho-
tographer such as Disdéri would fill pages and pages on the importance of
bringing out the individuality and character of a model, while actually mass-
producing portraits with a limited number of prefabricated poses.51 But the
representation of individuality consisted of a delicate equilibrium: the char-
acter of a person, however singular, still had to be identifiable for the
beholder, and thus required a conventional form.52 The ‘‘audacious sol-
dier’’ or the ‘‘loving wife and mother’’ were examples of such reliable visual
formulas (see fig. 5).

Poses highlighted the most important character traits, but they were
always in danger of appearing too standardized, and consequently of pro-
ducing ‘‘mere likeness,’’ but not resemblance. In the 1870s, Disdéri’s star
fell, eventually leading to his bankruptcy, because, as Roger Cardinal has
pointed out, clients were no longer satisfied with his quasi-industrial pro-
ducts.53 In 1864, Root described just how tricky the production of resem-
blance was: ‘‘Mere likeness, without difference, becomes distasteful
sameness or dull uniformity; just as mere variety, without likeness, would
be intolerable.’’54 Even for photographers who produced several thousand
‘‘likenesses’’ a year, resemblance remained a fragile affair.55

Travail Mental:
The Inner Picture Gallery

But what exactly was this difference, which, by general agreement,
was so necessary to produce resemblance? This ‘‘autre chose encore’’ that

figure 5. M. A. Root, portrait of an unknown military man, c. 1848. Library
Company of Philadelphia, Catching a Shadow: Daguerreotypes in
Philadelphia, 1839–1860, www.librarycompany.org/catchingashadow/
section5/index.htm.
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Töpffer had asked for? What made a picture resemblant was seemingly as
hard to determine as the question, ‘‘what was art?’’ Once again, aesthetics
seemed to escape with a vague ‘‘Je ne sais quoi.’’56

Wey, however, did not settle for this lack of distinction. It is worthwhile
to take a closer look at his definition of resemblance. Not only are the terms
‘‘interpretation,’’ ‘‘translation,’’ and ‘‘difference’’ mentioned but so also is
‘‘memory’’: ‘‘an interpretation that translates the image of an object for the
eyes in such a way that the spirit can imagine it with the help of memory.’’ To
explain how we remember faces, Wey uses a powerful metaphor: the inner
picture gallery. In our brain we would store great numbers of portraits, picked
up in passing, but so faithful that we can recognize the original when we see
it. These portraits weren’t finished in one day, however; in fact, they would
be completed only gradually, become slowly more and more distinct, when-
ever we saw the model.

Hegel in his Phenomenology had already described history as a ‘‘gallery of
pictures.’’ In a ‘‘sluggish movement and succession,’’ the images of this
imaginary museum followed one another, progressing toward comple-
tion.57 The becoming of the world spirit thus coincided conspicuously with
the new chronological presentation in museums.58 For Hegel, the metaphor
of the picture gallery might also have been attractive because it made the
past seem available. With reference to Aristotle’s memory theory, he
described individual memory as a depository for inner images as well.

However, if philosophers talked about such inner images in the past, it
was, according to Wey, nothing more than pure speculation. Only photog-
raphy was able to demonstrate that memory really worked in this way. The
single portraits we store in our inner gallery, he explained, were created—
just as a painter works—in multiple sessions. In due course, the many cur-
sory impressions we have of a person would amalgamate into one likeness.
In an almost ideal way, the exhibits in Wey’s inner gallery fulfill Schelling’s
demand for synthetic images that are finally ‘‘more like the person himself,
than he himself is in any one of the individual moments.’’ Resemblance was
nothing else than the congruence of painted or photographed portraits
with these inner images.59 The necessary difference, then, for producing
resemblance was the one between the fleeting impression and the slowly
stabilizing memory image.

It is striking that in Wey’s concept, the inner picture gallery is not fully
accessible to the conscious mind. The memory images complete themselves
without our volition. We compare everything we see with them, but this
process works unconsciously: ‘‘Le travail mental qui nous fait apprécier la
ressemblance est instinctif et indépendant de notre volonté.’’60 At this point,
photography showed its full potential. Because it acted—at least in the short
period of exposure—independently from the artist, it seemed to produce,
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for the first time, pictures that were not subjected to the dictate of the artist’s
unconscious. In a remarkable reversal of Immanuel Kant’s Copernican Rev-
olution, so to speak, the camera acted in accordance with the objects, and
not the other way around. The clear disadvantage was that photography was
pretty much at the objects’ mercy. But on the other hand it could claim to
give insight into processes of cognition until then inaccessible. The question
of what resemblance was, and how it worked, was exactly such a case. In
a time when the idea of ‘‘the unconscious’’ had just started to invade many
fields of thought, this was certainly no small promise.61

It cannot be ignored that Wey’s ‘‘Théorie du portrait’’ contains two seem-
ingly contradicting arguments. The first one—we might call it the ‘‘aesthetic’’
argument—maintained that photography was able to interpret, and thus to
produce, resemblance. The second, ‘‘epistemic’’ argument held that photog-
raphy, as opposed to man, did not interpret and was therefore an instrument
for examining the mechanism of resemblance.

This contradiction was typical for the early years of photography in that
it is based on a peculiar dual designation of the new medium. It held that
photography faithfully reproduced objects just as they were in the moment
of exposure, but that, in able hands, it could also produce a difference from
reality as it was known. The unsettling experience with photography was that
it sometimes showed the world in a manner very different from how one was
used to perceiving it, while there could be no doubt that it was the world
itself being captured. ‘‘What was so shocking about photography,’’ Robin
Kelsey and Blake Stimson have observed, ‘‘was not that it looked like the
world of ordinary perception but instead that it did not.’’62 This tension
between identity and difference could not be resolved, and I would argue
that it was fundamental to all potentialities of the new medium.

Few photographs visualize this tension as clearly as Charles Nègre’s
mirror-portrait (figs. 2 and 6). To describe it as a theoretical claim about
resemblance would certainly be stretching the argument. But within its own
terms, it does seem to partake in this debate, making some of Wey’s points
more evident. With Nègre’s face reflected differently eleven times, it becomes
clear what kind of difference photography is able to produce: not only a tem-
poral one (after all, it shows the same moment eleven times) but also a spatial
one. The slightest change of angle can produce very different atmospheres,
can bring out very different aspects of a character. No photograph is quite like
the other. Photography’s ability to interpret, in theory elaborately deduced by
Wey, becomes effortlessly visible here.

At the same time, Nègre’s self-portrait seems to confirm one of aes-
thetics’ central suppositions: that every one of our outer appearances is
contingent to such an extent that we only rarely resemble ourselves. Each
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of the eleven portraits could correspond to a fragment of the person Charles
Nègre. The daguerreotype appears to be a dissection of the memory images
that reside in our inner picture galleries. These could be the multitude of
fleeting impressions we gradually merge into one image of Nègre—an image
we subsequently use to measure the resemblance of other images.

Strictly speaking, this is not a portrait in the nineteenth-century sense,
with its purpose being, as Root stated, to find a single expression that would
contain the whole character of a person. A portrait photographer, looking
for this idea, was almost working against the medium: because photography
isolated a single instant out of life’s continuum, the sitter had to be arranged
in a pose that would transcend the contingent moment and evoke an appear-
ance of wider individuality. Nègre, the former painter and pupil of Paul
Delaroche, does not assume a pose in his portrait. He seems to be interested
in something else completely: in photography’s ability not to synthesize, but
to analyze and dissect the many possible manifestations of the self.

Is the impression of a fragmented subject, which this photograph inevi-
tably evokes, an anachronism, owed to our modern notion of the subject?
Alan Trachtenberg has suggested that photography, in its early phase, was
able to do both: to affirm the conventional idea of the coherent self as well as
to undermine it. It was particularly those images that could not produce

figure 6. Nègre, self-portrait (details from fig. 1).
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resemblance to their models that posed a potential threat to traditional con-
cepts of the subject.63 Admittedly, in around 1850, we have yet to arrive at the
fragmented ‘‘I’’ that Hyppolyte Taine would postulate two decades later.64

Nonetheless, Nègre’s daguerreotype, much more than the usual portraits
of his time, reveals a disturbing insight that came with photography. If the
human being was shown in a photographic picture but no longer formed
a unity and seemed unfamiliar, the tension between identity and difference
could become productive. It was this view of photographic portraits that
startled Delacroix, the view of just how loosely the human spirit was connected
to a person’s ever-changing facial expressions: ‘‘Which one of us doesn’t have
a hundred faces? Will my portrait from this morning be the same as tonight,
as tomorrow? Nothing recurs: in every moment a new expression!’’65

For modern photographic theory, resemblance might well have been an
‘‘epistemological obstacle’’ that had to be overcome before more adequate
concepts of photographic reference became possible. But in the history of
photography, the concept of resemblance—and this is what I hope to have
shown—was epistemologically most fertile. Long before theories of indexi-
cality were formulated, it was resemblance that positioned photography
against notions of identity, and therefore against ideas of simple mimetic
reference between image and object. Because photography’s ability to pro-
duce resemblance was so highly contested from the very beginning, theore-
ticians as well as practitioners of photography were forced to find ways and
arguments to make photographs resemblant. Most surprising, perhaps, is
the fact that those discussions, as seen in Wey’s ‘‘Théorie du portrait,’’ were
not confined to photographic theory. Photographic portraits raised broader
questions, regarding the coherence of the subject, for instance, the role of
the unconscious, or the workings of memory—touching on some of aes-
thetics’ most debated issues. At the heart of Delacroix’s exclamation, as well
as of Nègre’s daguerreotype and Wey’s article, there is astonishment over
what photography revealed about the human.
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